ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical model based on a multimode characteristics method for fully coupled simulation of water and sediment movement in mobile-bed alluvial channels with nonuniform bed materials. Along with the characteristics, the temporal evolutions of flow depth and velocity, bed elevation, and bed-material composition of a well-defined river reach with proper boundary conditions can be simultaneously determined. From the results of the test runs, the proposed model provides useful information about the interactions among disturbance waves of different orders of magnitude and their influence on the formation of flow field, bed topography, and bedmaterial composition. Such information cannot be easily obtained from finite-difference methods.
Alluvial rivers always evolve toward their dynamic equilibriums subject to upstream inflow, sediment discharges, and various human interventions such as watershed management, bedmaterial mining, dam construction, bridge pier construction, and channel regulation. River engineers are often faced with the challenge of predicting the effect of natural and unnatural disturbances on the channel equilibrium, and of proposing proper measures to mitigate undesirable consequences. To predict riverbed evolution, one generally resorts to physical modeling and/or numerical modeling. The latter is becoming more widely used due to its economy and flexibility in changing boundary and initial conditions of the problem.
Numerical modeling of mobile-bed evolution first appeared around two decades ago. Earlier, uncoupled models prevailed due to their computational simplicity and the large difference in magnitude of the celerities between water and bed-deformation waves. Recently, coupled models using finite-difference (FD) schemes, e.g., Rahuel et al. (1989) , Holly and Rahuel (1990) , and Correia et al. (1992) , have been developed. Some of them incorporate newly proposed sedimenttransport theories, e.g., nonequilibrium sediment transport and interaction between suspended load and bed load, to describe the complicated alluvial-river processes. In addition, models that adopt the method of characteristics (MaC) have also been proposed. The progress of model development based on the MaC is slower than that of the FD method. This is partly due to not knowing how to implement the MaC to alluvial rivers with nonuniform sediment.
However, the advantage of the MaC is that the physics behind the alluvial process can be well interpreted. The problem can be formulated as a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations, and the MaC is one of the most suitable methods to solve such a wave-type problem. Hence, the use of the MaC should still be attractive to researchers and for applications. De Vriend (1973) and Wu (1973) are among the early researchers trying to solve the uniformsediment mobile-bed problems using the MaC. After years of endeavor, Lai (1991) developed a three-characteristic numerical model using the so-called multimode scheme to simulate coupled, unsteady, uniform-sediment alluvial-channel flow. In his model, three partial differential equations, i.e., the equations of continuity and motion for sediment-laden flow and the continuity equation of sediment transport, are first transformed into three pairs of characteristics and compatibility equations. Three unknowns, i.e., flow depth, velocity, and bed elevation, at each time step are then solved simultaneously. Lai (1991) concluded that numerical interpolationstability versus extrapolation-instability relationships for the three-characteristic model are essentially the same as those for the two-characteristic model (i.e., fixed-bed cases). On numerical accuracy, Lai (1991) pointed out that the accuracy increases with a decrease in the size of spatial intervals and with an increase in the reachback number of the time domain.
Because natural alluvial rivers are composed of nonuniform bed materials, the three-characteristic MaC for solving uniform bed-material cases has its physical limitations. To improve these limitations, a numerical model based on the multimode MaC for the nonuniform sediment transport problems (herein called NMMOC model) is developed in this paper. Basic concepts of the NMMOC model are essentially adopted from the works by Yang et al. (1992) and Yeh et al. (1993) . The NMMOC model can solve simultaneously (N + 3) pairs of characteristics and compatibility equations, with N being the number of different bed-material size fractions. Because of the introduction of N continuity equations for each size fraction of the bed materials, the numerical algorithm is more sophisticated than that proposed by Lai (1991) .
In the following, the basic assumptions, mathematical formulation, solution algorithm, and test runs of the NMMOC model are reported. Simulation results indicate that the proposed model can clearly trace the bed deformation and change in bed-material composition.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Given the following conditions, a quite straight channel, a flow-resistance law valid for both steady and unsteady flows, an equilibrium suspended load capacity, no spatial-delay effects of bed-load transport (Bell and Sutherland 1983) , constant mixing-layer thickness in the bed, and no armoring phenomenon during persistent degradation, then the governing one-dimensional unsteady equations for sediment-laden flow in a non-uniform-sediment alluvial channel without lateral inflows can be written as follows: 
and sediment in which f, = transport capacity of d'i' which is a function of flow intensity properties. In this study, the Engelund-Hansen formula (1967) is adopted
in which s/i = specific gravity of the sediment; d so = median particle size; and Yn "V specific weights of sediment and water, respectively. The units used in (6) are in the English system. To obtain the respective sediment discharge of each particle size d", (6) is used to calculate the sediment discharge capacity f, by replacing d so with d,i' The total sediment discharge is then "2/' 1=.1 Ph,f,. Note that this estimation is not equal to that calculated directly from (6) using the representative d oo of the nonuniform bed material as originally proposed by Engelund and Hansen. Hence a correction factor, C" of the following form is used in the calculation of Ii:
Instead of being solved directly, (1)-(4) are transformed into ordinary differential equations.
TRANSFORMATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Using the notations Zl = iJz/at, ll, = au/ax, ... ,P"'I = aPh,lat, etc., (1)-(4) can be expressed as follows: 
with ' A characteristic value or eigenvalue; and
Eqs. (14) and (13) are the characteristic and the compatibility equations corresponding to the original partial differential equations. Rearranging (14) yields a homogeneous system of (N +
3) linear equations. By the row operation, the problem of solving the system of equations reduces to an eigenvalue problem. According to Cramer's theorem, it has a nontrivial solution of unknown column vector [a" ... , aN+Jl' (called eigenvector) if and only if the corresponding determinant of the coefficient matrix is zero. This leads to a polynomial of (N + 3)th degree in eigenvalue 'A. Hence, the (N + 3) eigenvalues can be obtained from the polynomial. Because the degree of the polynomial in ' A is larger than three, the roots (or eigenvalues), in general, have to be solved numerically.
From the definition in (14), the eigenvalues represent the celerities of the (N + 3) waves associated with liquid and solid particle disturbances in a channel. Given the eigenvalues, integration of (14) eigenvalues is always zero hecause the sum of the N sorting equations for size classes in the mixing layer is a global expression of conversation of bed material, i.e., (3). Bed-deformation disturbance in a non-uniform-sediment river bed is always accompanied by the sediment composition change in the mixing layer. For a given flow intensity, the smallest sediment is the easiest one among all particle sizes to be detached from the bed. Hence, the celerity of bed deformation is the same as that of fraction-variation of the smallest sediment in the mixing layer. After excluding eigenvalues of the two water-surface disturbances, bed-deformation disturbance, and zero, (N -1) eigenvalues remain having a one-to-one correspondence with the fractionvariation disturbances of the remaining (N -I) larger particles with the larger absolute eigenvalues corresponding to the propagating celerities of the smaller particles. When the channel is composed of uniform bed material, i.e., N = 1, (4) is redundant. Under such circumstances, only three equations, i.e., (1)-(3), are required to solve for flow depth, velocity, and bed elevation. Then, three distinct eigenvalues (or celerities) associated with the water-surface and bed-deformation disturbances can be obtained from the characteristics method. 
ALGORITHM OF NMMOC MODEL Discretization
Eqs. (13) and (14) can be discretized in the finite-difference form and solved numerically. Consider an x-t rectangular grid system in a plane, in which time intervals I:!.t are set equal, and distance intervals LUi are not necessarily equal (Fig. 1) . At any interior grid point p at (xi' t k~I )'
there are (N + 3) characteristic curves passing through it. To solve for the (N + 3) unknown variables, i.e., PhI' P h2 , . . . , P hN , h, u, and z, at point p, the governing equations [ (13) and (14)] are discretized as follows:
in which a single or triple subscript = a grid or interception point; and a double subscript = a curve segment of a given characteristic. Let <1>;1' = a general representation of quantities Ail" a\)p' . • . , a N +3)p, and Gil" which are functions of (N + 3) variables at point p and i. Then <1>;" can be approximated as follows:
<1>;" = 6<1>; + (I -6)<1>;, ( 18) in which 6 = weighting factor. The location of the interception point i can be determined if A. i " is given. Let <l >i = a general representation of the (N + 3) variables at i. The expression of <l >i in terms of the <I> values at its two adjacent grid points using the multimode scheme (see Fig.  1 ) is <1>\ =~l<l>~-\ + (I -~l)l\>::i for implicit scheme
l\>, =~2<1>~--;" + (1 -~~)l\>::i'" for temporal reacpback scheme 19d) in which m = reachback number; M = allowed maximum reachback number;~\.2 = temporalinterpolation factor; and 11\.2 spatial-interpolation factor. These interpolation factors can be expressed as follows:
Substituting (18)- (20) into (17) 
Boundary Conditions
Besides the requirement of the initial steady-state condition for the entire domain, boundary conditions which are related to characteristics or eigenvalues, are also needed in the model. For the case of uniform-sediment flow, which is a special case of non-uniform-sediment flow, Lai (1991) has shown analytically that the multiplication of the three distinct real eigenvalues is negative and, consequently, two of them should be positive. When the flow is supercritical, the two eigenvalues corresponding to the celerities of water-surface disturbances arc positive (i.e., both disturbances propagate downstream). On the other hand, one of the water-surface disturbances is positive and the other is negative when the flow is subcritical. The eigenvalue representing the celerity of the bed deformation, therefore, is positive or negative depending on the flow being subcritical or supercritical. However, it is analytically impossible to determine the sign of every eigenvalue for the case of non-uniform-sediment flow with N different particle sizes. Because the celerity of bed deformation is the same as that of fraction variation of the smallest particle in the mixing layer and the smaller celerities for the remaining larger particles. it is intuitive that the N fraction-variation celerities have the same sign as that of the bed deformation. This intuition is verified from the numerical solution of the N fraction-variation eigenvalues in the study.
Based on this reasoning, one characteristic (upstream propagating water-surface disturbance wave) and (N + 2) characteristics (one for the downstream propagating water-surface disturbance wave and the rest for the bed deformation and fraction-variation waves) at upstream and downstream boundaries. respectively, are available for the subcritical-flow condition. Therefore, For an alluvial channel consisting of L subreaches. there are (L + l)(N + 3) unknowns to be solved at any time step. Combining (21) and (22) yields a set of (L + I)(N + 3) linear equations with (L + l)(N + 3) unknowns, which can be expressed as a block-diagonal matrix system of the following form:
Note that the elements in the left-hand side matrix of (23) are (N + 3)(N + 3) matrices.
Using subcritical-flow condition as an example, 0 0 • R o = coefficient matrices associated with (N + 2) upstream boundary conditions and one upstream propagating characteristic, respectively; L j , OJ. R j = coefficient matrices corresponding to (N + 3) compatibility equations; LL' 0L = coefficient matrices associated with one downstream boundary condition and (N + 2) downstream propagating characteristics, respectively; X j = column vector of (N + 3) unknowns at section j; and C j = column vector of (N + 3) constants at section j. Eq. (23) can be solved using the Thomas algorithm (e.g., Anderson et a1. 1984) together with the lower-triangular and upper-triangular (LU) matrices decomposition technique [e.g., Gerald and Wheatley (1989) ]. Because the coefficient matrix is nonsingular and the column vector of constants is nonzero. the solution is unique and nontrivial. The analyses on numerical stability and accuracy for the three-characteristic case has been done by Lai (1991) , whose conclusions can be extended to the case of (N + 3) distinct characteristics (Chen 1994; Lai 1994) .
MODEL TEST AND COMMENTS
To examine the capability of the proposed NMMOC model to simulate non-uniform-sediment mobile-bed hydraulics. several tests were performed. The hypothetical river reach for the tests
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was 2.5 km long with a rectangular section 400 m in width. The space step used, Ilx, was lOa m. The reason behind choosing such a short river length and Ilx was to investigate the propagating speeds of bed deformation and fraction variation of bed material, which are much slower than those associated with water-surface disturbances. The slope of the initial river bed was 0.0002. Manning's n of 0.03 was adopted. A constant water discharge of 200 m'/s with a duration of 90 days was assumed for the case of long-term steady flow. For the case of unsteady flow, water discharge at the upstream boundary increased linearly from 200 m'/s to a peak of 3,000 m'/s in 1.5 days and then decreased linearly back to 200 m 1 /s in another 1.5 days. Uniform-flow condition was assumed at the downstream boundary for both steady and unsteady flows. Two sediment size classes were considered, i.e., N = 2, in all the tests. There were three initial bed compositions for the smaller size class (dd = 0.125 mm) and the larger size class (d'2 = I mm). In case I, 50% of the bed material was d,\ and 50% was d'2 (Phi = 0.5 and P h2 = 0.5); in case 2, it was 75% d,1 and 25% d'2 (Phi = 0.75 and P h2 = 0.25); and in case 3, it was 25% dd and 75% d'2 (Phi = 0.25 and P h2 = 0.75). The mixing-layer thickness for steady and unsteady flows was set as 0.2 m and 0.5 m, respectively. The upstream input sediment discharge, with composition the same as that of the initial bed, serves as an upstream boundary condition. For simplicity, the size fractions of the mixing layer at the upstream boundary were assumed to be constant during the simulation and served as N upstream boundary conditions. The allowed maximum reachback number, M, equaled one in all the tests.
Steady Flow
Due to its similarity, only the results of case 1 (PhI = 0.5 and P h2 = 0.5) are presented here. The loading ratio (LR) is defined as the upstream imposed sediment discharge divided by - sediment transport capacity under the given water discharge and size fraction of bed material at the upstream boundary. When LR is larger than one, the river bed will aggrade; when LR is less than one, it will degrade. Under the condition of LR = 1.5, Fig. 2 shows propagations of wave fronts of bed deformation (represented by bed-level change,~z), and size-fraction variations of smaller and larger particles during the first 180 hr of the simulation. The fact that the celerity of bed deformation essentially coincides with that of the fraction variation of the smaller particle is valid. Bed-level change near the front is so small that it is difficult to discern from the figure as time goes on. The wave front of the larger particle falls far behind that of the smaller particle. Fig. 3 shows the initial and final (t = 90 days) bed profiles and water-surface elevation along the channel. The tendency of aggradation of the channel bed was correctly simulated by the proposed model. 14 r---------------------. overloading of imposed sediment discharge at the upstream boundary, equilibrium state no longer exists, and this can be detected by the change of Apl>l' When the characteristic associated with the new value of ApI> I reaches a specific section, the bed level, A p 1>2, and d", in the mixing layer at that section change accordingly. Aggradation of the channel bed causes decrease of d"" which can be seen in Fig. 7 . Comparing Figs. 5 and 6. one finds that Apl>! is approximately oneorder-of-magnitude larger than Ap 1>2' For the case of LR = 0.5, i.e., underloading of imposed sediment at the upstream boundary. the phenomena of channel-bed degradation, increase of d"" and decrease of ApI>! and A p I>2 were observed but not shown here. Tests on the effect of using different time steps (ilt = I, 1.5. and 3 days) were also made for both overloading and underloading conditions. The simulation results were not sensitive to the choice of ilt.
Unsteady Flow
The loading ratio can be regarded as unity because the upstream inflow sediment discharge is calculated based on the bed-material composition and the flow intensity at any given time step. The bed and water-surface elevations for case 1 at t = 36 hr is plotted in Fig. 8 , from which significant change of bed and flow depth near the upstream boundary compared with the initial ones can be observed. The constant increase in inflow discharge, associated with the increase in sediment discharge on the rising limb of the unsteady hydrograph, results in local scour near the upstream boundary of the channel due to sediment continuity.
To examine the effect of sediment composition on the propagation of fraction-variation waves of particles, three compositions of sediment mixture mentioned previously were used. Figs. 9 and 10 show the variations of 'A Pb ) and 'A pb2 at x = 100 m. Case 2 has the smallest value of d", at the beginning and, consequently, has the largest magnitude of variation in ' A p (,) under the same inflow water discharge. Hence, the range of occurring bed deformation for case 2 is the largest for the same time level. The occurrence of the two peaks for A. pb ) and 'A"b2' as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, might be due to the effect of the nonlinear relationship among sediment discharge, flow intensity, and sediment properties, i.e., the sediment-transport formula. Time ( It is interesting that the peaks of A pb ! and A pb2 at x = 1,200 m occur before the peak of inflow water discharge (occurring at t = 36 hr). The peak of Al'b! at x = 100 m is the smallest one due to the existence of a significant local scour near the upstream boundary (see Fig.~) . Peaks of Al'b! and AI'b2 at different locations occur before or after the peak of water discharge and have no consistent trend. This might be attributed to the complicated nonlinearity of the problem, and further research is required. The temporal evolutions of size fractions for smaller and larger particles at x = 100 m are plotted in Fig. 13 . It can be observed that d", increases during the passage of the unsteady-flow hydrograph.
Different time steps (flt = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 hr) were also used for the model stability test. From Fig. 14 , the simulated results of bed-level change for case 1 are not sensitive to the choice of !:J.t. A comparison of Figs. 8 and 14 indicates that the local scour shifts a little from upstream boundary to the downstream reach after the passage of the unsteady-flow hydrograph. Celerities (A,,) of the two characteristics associated with water-surface disturbances for case I at t = () and 36 hr, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 15 . The negative values of A" represent waves propagating upstream. Comparing Figs. 15 and 11 , A". is 10 3 -10 4 times larger than A/'bl' This indicates that using uncoupled mobile-bed model will not result in losing much accuracy of the solution.
CONCLUSIONS
A new numerical model (NMMOC model) that extends the multimode characteristics method to model non-uniform-sediment alluvial-river hydraulics is described in this paper. In the model, original water continuity, momentum equations, and the bed-material continuity eljuation, together with N bed-material sorting equations, constitute (N + 3) pairs of characteristic and compatibility equations. The (N + 3) characteristic equations were used to find the (N + 3) eigenvalues that represent wave celerities of disturbances. When N is greater than one, eigenvalues could be obtained numerically. One of the (N + 3) eigenvalues is always zero due to the redundancy in the characteristic equations. The two largest absolute eigenvalues correspond to the celerities of water-surface disturbances. The third largest absolute value represents the celerity of bed deformation or fraction variation of the smallest particle in the mixing layer. The rest (N -1) eigenvalues correspond to (N -I) particles excluding the smallest one.
Substituting (N + 3) eigenvectors associated with the obtained (N + 3) eigenvalues into the compatibility equations, the dependent variables such as flow depth and velocity, bed elevation, and bed-material composition can be solved. Iterations continue until the reljuired accuracy of the solution is attained.
For model test, two particle sizes (N = 2) with different combinations of composition were considered. Furthermore, the temporal evolutions of eigenvalues associated with the propagations of fraction variation of the two particle sizes, with overload/underload of sediment, under steady-and un-steady-f1ow conditions were examined. Results show that for a noneljuilibrium disturbance imposing at the upstream boundary of a reach the propagating speed of the bed deformation is determined by the magnitude of eigenvalue A/'hl of the smaller particle. Such information cannot be easily obtained by using the finite-difference method. The flow field changes due to bed deformation and boundary conditions that, in turn, affect the magnitude of Al'bl and the consequent bed deformation. The interactions among flow field, bed topography, and sediment composition, linked by the variation of Al'bl' continue towards a new equilibrium state. When the new equilibrium state is reached, APh I will approach a new constant value at a given section of the reach. From the simulation runs, the magnitude of A/'/d was found to be very small in comparison with that associated with water-surface disturbance. This might support the premise in the uncoupled models that the use of fixed-bed assumption in the phase of flow computation is acceptable in practical applications.
In the present NMMOC model, several assumptions (no armoring phenomenon, constant mixing-layer thickness, etc.) were made in the governing equations of alluvial-river flows. Further research is needed to account for these phenomena so that the proposed model can be applied to practical problems. Despite the above mentioned limitations, the proposed model provides important information that leads to better understanding of the complicated processes involving interactions among nonuniform sediments, bed topography, and flow field.
